Sounds All Around (repeating in a round)

There are sounds all around and they move right through the air.
Let’s listen to some and tell me what you hear.

Everyday sounds are everywhere.
This is the sound from a car that says, “Watch out!” Honk!
Here’s the sound when a fire truck’s about. Siren
This sound is made when an airplane goes up high. Zoom
Clocks make this sound as each hour passes by. Bong

Musical sounds are everywhere.
Can you name this instrument with strings? Violin
Can you tell me the instrument that rings? Bells
You bang on this instrument with a stick. Drum
You strum this instrument with a pick. Guitar

Nature sounds are everywhere.
Here is the sound of the cow. Moo
Listen to the sound of soft rain now. Drizzle, drizzle
It’s soft when walking on leaves on the ground. Crunch
Thunder makes a very loud sound. Clap

Voice sounds are everywhere.
A woman’s voice is usually high. La la
A deeper voice belongs to a guy.
Children’s voices sing happily.
Now use your voice and sing with me. La la la la